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A SEAMLESS APPROACH
TO MULTISCALE COMPLEX
FLUID SIMULATION

M U L T I P H Y S I C S
M O D E L I N G

The molecular dynamics (MD)
method is suitable for simulating
very small volumes of liquid flow
with linear dimensions of 100

nanometers or less and for time intervals of sev-
eral tens of nanoseconds. It effectively deals with
nanodomains and is perhaps the only accurate
approach for simulating flows involving very
high shear in which continuum hydrodynamics
or the Newtonian hypothesis might not be valid.

For length scales less than approximately 10
molecules, the continuum hypothesis breaks
down for liquids, and MD should be used to sim-
ulate such a system’s atomistic behavior.1 For
larger systems, multiscale approaches that rely on
the efficiency of continuum-based discretizations
must be employed. To this end, the coupling of
MD to Navier–Stokes equations can extend the
range of applicability of both approaches and
provide a unifying description of liquid flows
from nanoscales to larger scales. Efforts have
been underway by many research groups,2 but the

proposed algorithms are complicated and not
fully satisfactory because they either introduce
noise at the interface or they may not conserve
mass or momentum. 

In this article, we demonstrate the potential and
accuracy of the dissipative particle dynamics
(DPD) method by computing well-known poly-
mer scaling laws on a laptop computer. Specifi-
cally, we’ll focus on using the basic DPD frame-
work to formulate, implement, and compare
different models for polymer chains in dilute so-
lutions, and then we’ll outline a time-staggered in-
tegrating scheme that efficiently addresses the is-
sue of different time scale resolution requirements
for various interactions.

Dissipative Particle Dynamics
In the mid-1990s, DPD emerged as a simple yet po-
tentially very powerful alternative for mesoscopic
simulations. It has features of MD and the lattice
Boltzmann method (LBM),3 and can be thought of
as a coarse-grained version of MD, but it uses dis-
sipative and stochastic forces to account for the de-
grees of freedom it eliminates with respect to MD.
P. J. Hoogerbrugge and J.M.V.A. Koelman pro-
posed the initial model as a simulation method to
avoid artifacts associated with traditional LBM sim-
ulations while capturing spatio–temporal hydrody-
namic scales much larger than MD could achieve.4

The DPD model consists of particles that corre-
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spond to coarse-grained entities, thus representing
molecular clusters rather than individual atoms.
The particles interact through a set of prescribed
(conservative and stochastic) and velocity-depen-
dent forces.4,5 Specifically, three force types act on
each dissipative particle:

• a purely repulsive conservative force,
• a dissipative force that reduces velocity differ-

ences between the particles, and
• a stochastic force directed along the line con-

necting the centers of the particles.

The last two forces effectively implement a ther-
mostat to achieve thermal equilibrium. Corre-
spondingly, these forces’ amplitude is dictated by
the fluctuation–dissipation theorem,5 which ensures
that the system will have a canonical distribution in
thermodynamic equilibrium. A weight function
modulates all three forces by specifying the range
of interaction, or cut-off radius rc, between the par-
ticles and renders the interaction local.

Thus, a conceptual picture of DPD is soft mi-

crospheres randomly moving around but follow-
ing a preferred direction dictated by the conser-
vative forces. We can interpret DPD as a La-
grangian discretization of the equations of
fluctuating hydrodynamics because the particles
follow the classical hydrodynamic flow while ex-
hibiting thermal fluctuations. The principles of
statistical mechanics govern the consistency of
the fluctuations.

Complex Fluids
Several complex fluid systems in industrial and
biological applications (for example, DNA chains,
polymer gels, and lubrication) are characterized
by inherent time and length scales that range
from the atomistic level to a millimeter and be-
yond, often spanning several orders of magni-
tude. Traditional MD techniques attack the prob-
lem at the microscopic level, whereas continuum
models might fail to capture smaller interactions
because they resort to averaging techniques or
predefined association rules. Dilute polymer so-
lutions are a typical example, because individual
polymer chains form a group of molecules that is
large by atomic standards but still governed by
forces similar to intermolecular ones. Thus, they
form large repeated units exhibiting slow dy-
namics with possibly nonlinear interactions (see
Figure 1).

The DPD method is attractive for computer
simulations of polymer solutions because by em-
ploying bead–spring polymer chain representa-
tions, we can formulate and compare a variety of
realistic conservative interbead forces. 

To appreciate DPD’s potential and computa-
tional complexity, we summarize the governing
equations for simple and complex fluids, and sub-
sequently present a time-staggered algorithm and
typical results.

DPD Equations
A typical DPD system consists of N particles hav-
ing (for simplicity) equal mass m, positions ri, and
velocities ui. The repulsive, dissipative, and sto-
chastic forces exerted on a particle i by particle j are
given by

Fc
ij = F(c)(rij)eij,

Fd
ij = –�� d(rij)(uij � eij)eij,

Fr
ij = �� r(rij)�ijeij,

where rij = ri – rj, uij = ui – uj, rij = |rij|, and the unit
vector eij = rij/rij. The parameters � and � deter-

Figure 1. Dilute polymer solutions. Polymer chains (tethered spheres)
are suspended in a solvent of dissipative particle dynamics (DPD)
particles (smaller dots). 
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mine the strength of the dissipative and random
forces, respectively, the �ij are symmetric Gaussian
random variables with zero mean and unit variance,
and � d and � r are weight functions. All forces act
within a sphere of radius rc, which defines the sys-
tem’s length scale.

By averaging the Lennard–Jones (LJ) poten-
tials or the corresponding molecular field over
the rapidly fluctuating motions of atoms during
short time intervals, we get an effective average
potential6 in the form of a soft, repulsive-only in-
teraction (see Figure 2). A linear approximation
of this is Fc

ij = aij(1 – rij)eij for rij � rc = 1 and is oth-
erwise zero.7 Unlike the hard LJ potential, which
is unbounded at r = 0, the soft potential employed
in DPD has the finite value aij at r = 0. To find the
value of aij, we follow the process laid out by
Robert Groot and Patrick Warren7 and Kenneth
Rabone7,8—that is, we match the DPD system’s
dimensionless compressibility with that of the
MD system:

(1)

where � is the number density, Nm = ��MD/��DPD
is the coarse-graining parameter, kB is the Boltz-
mann constant, and T the system temperature. In
Equation 1, “DPD” refers to simulation and we
note that in “MD” we have Nm = 1. Then, from the
equation of state, Groot and Warren7 give aij
through

.

By matching the diffusion constant (DDPD) in the
DPD simulation with that of water (Dwater), we find
the DPD time scale as

.

This time scale and the soft potential explain why
the DPD method is several orders of magnitude
faster than straightforward MD. With respect to
MD, the soft potential removes an atom’s caging
effect—constraints on an atom’s motion due to

nearby hard repulsions—so that the atom diffusiv-
ity increases by a factor of about 1,000, depending
on the thermostat. (Christopher Lowe’s approach,9

for example, employs an Andersen thermostat,
which doesn’t decrease the Peclet number.) The ef-
fect of the time scale is to decrease the corre-
sponding CPU time in proportion to the coarse-
graining parameter Nm; hence, the total speedup
with respect to MD is 1,000 � Nm � Nm

5/3 for a
given system volume. Thus, for Nm = 5 and 10, the
speedup factor is 73,000 and 464,000, respectively.

The time evolution of DPD particles is de-
scribed by Newton’s law

dri = ui dt;  k,

where Fc
i = �i�jFc

ij is the total conservative force act-
ing on particle i; Fd

i and F r
i are defined similarly.

The random force, which represents Brownian
motion, appears with a factor of in the veloc-
ity increment. The dissipative and random forces,
characterized by strengths � d(rij) and � r(rij), re-
spectively, are coupled through the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem5 as follows:

�d(rij) = [�r(rij)]2 = 

�2 = 2�kBT.
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Figure 2. Lennard–Jones (LJ) potential and the soft-repulsive potential that
results after averaging. The steep negative slope of the LJ potential gives
the hard repulsion, compared with the moderate slope of the soft curve.
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Polymer Models
Unlike the MD equations, DPD equations are sto-
chastic and nonlinear because the dissipative force
depends on the velocity. For complex fluids in par-
ticular, the presence of both soft and hard potentials
suggests the use of time-staggered algorithms for in-
tegrating the DPD motion equations. This allows
the efficient study of useful polymeric physical quan-
tities, such as the polymeric chain’s radius of gyration.

The conservative forces present in usual DPD
equations can be tailored to describe a variety of in-
teractions—for example, LJ, linear and nonlinear
springs, and van der Waals. Figure 2 illustrates the
need for two different temporal resolutions: the LJ
potential (for bead–bead pairs) is a hard repulsion
that requires a time step much smaller than the soft
interaction forces of a typical DPD particle pair
(which we can think of as an averaged hard potential).

Figure 1 shows polymeric chains moving freely
in a DPD solvent of N particles. These chains
consist of beads (DPD particles) subject to the stan-
dard DPD forces: soft repulsive (conservative), dis-
sipative, and random. They are also subject to
intra-polymer forces, arising from different com-
binations of the following types.

• LJ. The force for each pair of bead particles is
given by the shifted (to avoid numerical instabil-

ities) LJ potential

which is truncated to act only for pairs with rij <
rc. For the above formula, we pick � = kBT, L =
2–1/6, and rc = L21/6 = 1. The LJ potential used
here is defined at the mesoscopic level to im-
prove polymeric chain self-avoidance (discussed
later).

• Hookean spring. The interbead force is derived
from a pairwise harmonic potential with spring
constant �,

UHOOKE = , where i = 2, 3, ..., M.

• Fraenkel (stiff ) spring. The interbead force is de-
rived from a pairwise Hookean potential with
equilibrium length req. Stretched to a length
greater than req,the spring exerts an attractive
force; when pushed to one smaller than req,it ex-
erts a repulsive one. Its potential is

USTIFF = , where i = 2, 3,

..., M and � the spring constant.

• FENE spring. Within a chain of M beads, each is
subject to a pairwise nonlinear spring force.
FENE springs have a maximum extensibility rmax
beyond which the force becomes infinite, hence,
any length greater than rmax isn’t allowed. The
potential is described by

UFENE = , where
i

= 2, 3, ..., M and � the spring constant.

The interbead force is given in each case by Fp

= –�U.

Time-Staggered
Velocity–Verlet Algorithm
The basic DPD integrator is a modified version of
the classical velocity–Verlet (first proposed by
Groot and Warren7). The velocity–Verlet scheme
is characterized by explicit calculation of all forces
Fc, Fd, and Fr (conservative, dissipative, and ran-
dom) and is step-dependent, yet straightforward
and relatively accurate. It relies on a basic predic-
tor–corrector approach that uses velocity provi-
sional values for the force calculations, which are
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corrected at the end of each time step. DPD dissi-
pative forces depend on the particles’ relative ve-
locities, hence, this prediction is crucial.

Next, we outline the modified velocity–Verlet
scheme with parameter 	, whose theoretical value
is 0.5, but researchers have shown empirically that
for a certain range of �t, its optimal value is closer
to 0.65.7 In this article, we use the latter because
our time step is in the optimal range of 10–2.

Denoting the total forces by 

and the extra polymeric forces by Fp
i = �j�iFp

ij, Fig-
ure 3 outlines the basic (classical thermostat) ve-
locity–Verlet scheme (subscripts p and s corre-
spond to polymer and solvent quantities,
respectively). 

To extend this algorithm for simulating complex
fluids with soft–hard potentials, we use a large time
step �t for solvent particles and a smaller one 
t for
polymer particles that belong to a chain. Thus, we
use provisional values for the solvent and polymer
velocities and the polymer’s position. The CPU-
expensive step of collective force computation is
done only once. The velocity and the position of
the polymer are corrected in the subsequent loop,
in which we integrate the polymer particles �t/
t
times in a separate subcycle (using 
t for the time
step). The varying polymeric force Fp

i is updated in
the subcycle, following the change in rpi

(the posi-
tion of the polymer particles). Hence, during the
subcycle, we update the intrapolymer forces, but
not the interparticle (total) ones, because it would
require CPU time for each subcycle equivalent to a
standard one. Although we can’t expect exact agree-
ment of the new scheme with the classical one, we
can anticipate small differences if the ratio �t/
t isn’t
too large and if the (outdated) forces are applied in
the correct manner during the 
t cycle. The pro-
posed scheme is the simplest version of a family of
time-staggered schemes under development, which
use a wider range of relaxation parameters for the
prediction and the scaling of the applied forces in
the subcycle.10 Figure 4 summarizes the algorithm.

Computational
Complexity and Accuracy
CPU time savings is the prime motivation for us-
ing a time-staggered scheme with two different
time steps. Figure 5a summarizes results for four
different chains in a 4,000-particle DPD simula-
tion, each having 20, 50, and 100 beads. Efficiency

depends (among other factors) on how we handle
the intrapolymer pairwise interactions. Because
all the forces are pairwise, researchers usually
don’t explicitly compute all the pairs in the do-
main—instead, they introduce neighbor (or cell)
lists or boxes and search only within them. This
dramatically reduces the computational cost,
which would be quadratic in N (the total number
of DPD particles). Although we use a brute-force
method for searching through all the pairs in a
chain, further improvement is possible by using a
linked-list method for the polymer chain, as we do
for the solvent, but this benefits only large-chain
systems. If we consider a staggered simulation of
{�t, 
t} time steps, the method’s speedup is defined
as the ratio

Speedup = 

total CPU time for a simulation
total C

∆[ ]t
PPU time to advance to the same
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The chosen polymer force largely influences the
speedup: LJ interactions require calculations of all
possible pair combinations, whereas spring forces
alone don’t. Figure 5 shows the effect of the �t/
t
ratio on both the temperature and the radius of the
polymer chain’s radius of gyration Rg. The absolute
kBT error due to the time-staggering alone doesn’t
exceed 0.008; similarly, the effect on Rg is of the or-
der of 10–2. In fact, the error largely depends on the
stiffness of the polymer forces. In our accuracy
tests, we deliberately picked the spring constant �
= 7 and the FENE parameter rmax = 3rc, which re-
sulted in a relatively stiff system of forces, consid-
ering that the effective LJ range is 2rc (rc is the
DPD radius cut-off). For higher-order schemes, we
anticipate an even smaller accuracy loss. For the
same examples, the effect of the �t/
t ratio on sol-
vent temperature is negligible.

Polymer Scaling Laws
In effect, our DPD models represent dilute poly-
mer solutions, thus, the dynamics of a single flexible
polymer chain is of great importance for validation
and physical understanding the DPD methods. In
1995, researchers used stiff (Fraenkel) and weak
(Hookean) springs, without hard LJ potentials, to
map polymer-chain scaling exponents to DPD re-
sults.11 Our approach introduces more complex
(nonlinear) forces, and the complex process of
phantom collisions appears to be negligible.

Ideal chains are characterized by linear springs
that exhibit phantom collisions—that is, polymeric
bonds can pass through each other. Alternatively,
real chains in solvents that energetically favor sol-
vent–polymer interactions (good solvents) behave
like self-avoiding walks on a lattice that forbid
phantom collisions. The radius of gyration Rg of a
chain of M beads essentially measures the size of
the chain and can reveal information about the oc-
currence of phantom collisions. It is defined as 

,

where Ri is the position vector of each bead, Rcm is
the chain’s center of mass position vector, and � � 	
denotes time-averaging. Pierre de Gennes consid-
ered a critical exponent for a single chain � relating
to chain size.12 An ideal chain has scaling exponent
of � = 0.5, whereas a real chain scales with the Flory
exponent � = 3/(d + 2) = 0.6 for three dimensions.
We can consider the Flory formula exact for all
practical purposes. Linear chain DPD simula-
tions11 have shown a close mapping to the 0.5 ex-
ponent, which, in turn, relates to the Rouse–Zimm
harmonic spring model.13 Thus, Rg for ideal chains
scales as

Rg 
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whereas light-scattering measurements verify the
chain size power law12 to be

Rg 
 (M – 1)0.6.

Our simulations aim to accurately describe real
chains. Figure 6 shows a very good agreement of
scaling exponents 0.5 and 0.6 plotted against the
chain size. The LJ repulsion seems to be primarily
responsible for capturing the self-avoidance,
whereas the underlying spring force (Hookean or
FENE force of maximum extensibility) seems to
have a secondary effect on the scaling exponent
when coupled with hard repulsions.

Our results used a periodic domain of equal di-
mensions Lx � Ly � Lz in each direction, where Lx =
10 and the number density � is set to 4 (which fixes
the total number of DPD particles to 4,000).
Moreover, to accommodate different chain size
simulations, we stored the polymer coordinates
without mapping them back in the original do-
main. This allowed the intrapolymer forces to be
calculated properly, while the collective
solvent–solvent and polymer–solvent interactions
were calculated with the mapped (periodic) images.

We used DPD to simulate poly-
mer chains with more than 100
beads on a laptop computer 
(3-GHz Intel Pentium IV with

1-Gbyte memory) for long times (seconds), sim-
ilar to Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations.14

However, unlike BD, in which the simulation
imposes a prescribed flow and only one-way in-
teractions, DPD accounts for two-way interac-
tions between the polymer chains and the sol-
vent. DPD has good scalability and thus can be
employed to simulate much more complex fluid
systems, from nanometer to millimeter scales
and beyond.

For DPD to realize its full potential, we must ad-
dress several issues. These issues primarily relate to
boundary conditions, complex-geometry domains,
high-order time integrators, and validation against
available experimental results. To impose the no-
slip boundary condition in this method isn’t a triv-
ial matter, for example, because the soft potentials
allow for particles to escape the domain; hence, we
need to develop special procedures based on the
wall–fluid interparticle force.15 With respect to val-
idation, no DPD results are available in the litera-
ture for high shear rates or for large extensibility.

Another open issue relates to the limits of the
coarse-graining procedure that DPD uses—that

is, defining the largest value of Nm (Equation 1).
In preliminary work, we’ve observed that the
DPD results exhibit relatively large fluctuations,
even for simple fluids subject to modest shear
rates for Nm > 5, and this might be related to
boundary conditions.16

Finally, we’ve made no attempts to interface
DPD with MD or with continuum hydrodynam-
ics. We believe such coupling will be more suc-
cessful than previous efforts attempting to couple
MD–continuum directly because DPD exhibits the
correct behavior in both the atomistic and the con-
tinuum limits.
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